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3D Printing aids 5 year old Marc to remove his deadly tumor

When five year old Marc from Spain was diagnosed with
Neuroblastoma, a common form of Pediatric Cancer, right
from the tender age of one, 3D Prints came to his aid.
Initially, the team made two failed attempts at operating on
young Marc, but the boy’s mother, Esther, and her partner
have spent the last four years waiting with hope, saying,“los
doctores no han parado nunca de buscar cosas qué hacer
which when translated to English means” the doctors never
stopped looking for things to do.” And, in their quest, they found
themselves turning to the new technology to better prepare
them for a third procedure. The hospital enlisted the help of
the Fundación CIM de la Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña
(UPC) to translate CT and MRI data into a sophisticated 3D
printed model. UPC was able to design an exact copy of the
tumor and surrounding area with two distinct materials, hard
plastic for the blood vessels, kidney, and spine and a soft resin
for the tumor itself.
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iNews - Recent Projects
Mintables Idol Model

Mintables uses State of the Art 3D capture to help museums,
collectors and institutions make the most of their prized
possessions by using iKix services to process further and create
a similar model for the future generation.

Space Station Model

The team spent ten days practicing on the model, before
finally operating on Marc once again, performing a twopart surgery, and successfully removing the tumor. Lucas
Krauel, the lead surgeon on the operation, explained how
3D printing was able to make the surgery a success, saying,
“La impresión nos ha permitido poder “jugar” con el tumor,
si se puede decir así, y verlo bien”, which when translated
to English means The 3D print allowed us to ‘play’ with the
tumor, you could say and see it well, adding that this surgery
is the only first step for a technology that can have many
future applications and become more real.
The hospital has seen about 35 cases like Marc’s over
the past ten years, but, now that Marc’s tumor has been
successfully removed and he will no longer need further
surgeries, there may be hope for future such operations.
This story, and others like it, have proven that, as directly
useful as CT and MRI scans are, tangible 3D models can
make a life-saving difference.
Extracts from the article in www.3dprintingindustry.com
dated July 4, 2014.

The intricacy of the complicated features of the space station
was captured and prototyped into a magnificent miniature by iKix
team for an Architectural student.
The prototype was submitted for thesis at Anna University. The
model was executed with precision and the college authorities
have decided to retain the model for demonstration purposes for
future students.

Brigade Altamont Model

iKix takes pride in revealing that the miniature of this strikingly
engineered project – a unique combination of form and function
was contrived by iKix team to the contentment of the builder and
the end user.
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3D Printing Technology has the
potential to revolutionize the way any
industry works.
Mr. M. Arun Kumar,
Founder and MD,
Casa Grande Private Limited

Challenges faced within real estate industry.
The infrastructure industry plays a drag on economic growth.
India’s vast infrastructure needs are expanding. Better accessibility
by roads and trains need to be improved as well as infrastructure
needs like power and water. All this will have a direct impact on the
growth of real estate industry in India.

The phase at which 3D printed model is useful.
A 3D Printed model is useful in every stage of construction as well
as marketing. We require 3D Printing technology to go ahead and
create a scale model of the finished product, to present to the
clients in the pre-spec phase or while making custom homes for
prospective buyers.
3D Printing and impact on construction companies.
3D Printing Technology has the potential to revolutionize the way
any industry works and this helps the various sectors in their
own way. Even Architectural and Real Estate firms embrace this
technology to showcase how the community will look in the future
as well as a tool for marketing.

Knowledge on the existence of iKix 3D Prints.
This technology was introduced through various architects and
even electronic media almost 3-4 years ago. iKix was introduced
to us by one of our architects for our biggest landmark projects.
The advantage of using a 3D Printed model you had not
envisaged earlier.
The idea of using a 3D model.
Casa Grande always believes in giving great value to the end user
be it in product or pricing. 3D models help customers to visualize
their dream project easily and this helps in the decision making
process.

Use of 3D Printing Technology helps in faster implementation,
enables in-depth detailing, and gives a niche look to the silhouette.
Continuing benefit of using iKix in future projects.
YES, we will definitely consider iKix for all the big projects.
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